Larry L. Constantine

Born February 14, 1943, Minneapolis, Minn.; 1960s pioneer of disciplined, structured software design methodologies.

*Education:* SB, management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1967 (plus graduate study); certificate, Family Therapy, Boston Family Institute, 1973.


*Honors and Awards:* Research Award, Society for Family Therapy and Research, 1984.

Constantine began his work on the “invention” of structure charts, first used in essentially their modern form in 1966 and “published” in course material most of which later appeared in Yourdon and Constantine (1975). The direct precursor was Jim Emery's hierarchy charts of 1962.1

A year later (1967) Constantine introduced data flow diagrams based on Martin and Estrin's “data flow graphs.” This was first used, in its modern form, as an analysis and design tool by Constantine and his company later that year and first made widely accessible in the *IBM Systems Journal* piece (1974).

The concept of coupling and cohesion developed by Constantine in the mid-1960s was first published in 1968 and repeated in the 1974 publication. These two measures have been the subject of more than 100 studies and are at the heart of a number of software quality and complexity metrics (including Card and Aggresti's intrinsic complexity metric). They have also demonstrated their resilience as fundamental intellectual constructs in that they have carried over into metrics for object-oriented software.

A significant event in the structural revolution, a sort of “coming out” for what would become structured analysis and design, was the first (and only) National Symposium on Modular Programming, sponsored by the Information and Systems Institute in July 1968. This conference gathered such luminaries as Mealy, Morenoff and McLean, Yourdon, Vincent, Aron, and Constantine, to discuss issues in modular system architecture and development methods long before these were *au courant*. This conference saw the first more or less complete summary of structured design.

It was also at this conference that Conway's Law (“the structure of a system resembles the structure of the organization that developed it”) was named by George Mealy.1 Also named at the conference was Mealy's

---

Law: “There is an incremental programmer who, when added to a project, consumes more resources than are made available.”

The first publication using the term “structured design” appeared in May 1974 (Stevens, Myers, and Constantine 1974) and generated more reprint requests than any other in the journal's history. It has been widely cited and reprinted as one of the seminal works of software engineering. In a more widely accessible forum it gave a more complete explanation of coupling and cohesion and presented structure charts and data flow diagrams in modern form.


**QUOTATION**

Constantine has laid his claim to pioneer status by stating:

“I know there is an understandable ACM and academic bias in this, but if you are going to include publication of Knuth, “Art of Computer Programming,” [in a listing of landmark articles on software engineering] how can you ignore a landmark like Structured Design, one of the most successful books in the history of computing, still in print in original form some 17 years after first publication? I may never have the academic legitimacy to even be considered for a Turing Award, but the methodology is the most widely practiced today and the book is used in colleges and universities around the world.

“You should also consult Paul Ward's series on the history of structured analysis in American Programmer. He documents Ross's role with SADT and the advent of SA by DeMarco, Gane, and Sarson. These should be represented in the chart also.

“It seems to me a disservice to reduce the entire thread of structured methods and the structural revolution to one letter to the editor (even though it did appear in the Comm. ACM. As a footnote to history, although I have been cited dozens of times in Comm. ACM, I was never able to get published there.”
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